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1. INTRODUCTION
 .Let G be a finite group and, as usual, write cd G to denote the set of
degrees of the irreducible characters of G. This set of positive integers
encodes a great deal of information about the structure of G, and we
mention just a few of the many known results of this type. If G is nilpotent
 .or more generally, if G is an M-group , a result of K. Taketa asserts that
 . <  . < the derived length dl G is at most equal to cd G . See Theorem 5.12 of
w x .  . <  . <6 . It has been conjectured that the Taketa inequality dl G F cd G
holds for all solvable groups, but this remains unproved. It is known,
 . <  . < w xhowever that dl G F 2 cd G for all solvable groups G 4 , and the
< < w x .Taketa inequality is known to hold if G is odd 1 .
<  . <It is an old result of the first author that if cd G F 3, then G is
 . <  . < necessarily solvable and that dl G F cd G . See Theorems 12.15 and
w x .12.6 of 6 . The Taketa inequality is also known to hold for solvable
<  . < groups G if cd G s 4. This result of S. Garrison is the principal
w x .theorem in his Ph.D. thesis 3 , which remains unpublished.
 .If more information about the set cd G is known that its cardinality,
then, of course, one can expect to be able to deduce correspondingly more
information about G. For example, J. Thompson proved that if there is
 .some prime p that divides every member of cd G exceeding 1, then G has
 w x .a normal p-complement. See Corollary 12.2 of 6 .
Our goal in this paper is to study how the structure of a normal
subgroup of G is influenced by the degrees of an appropriate subset of
 .Irr G . It seems reasonable that the characters that should be relevant to
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controlling the structure of N eG are exactly those whose kernels do not
contain N, and so we introduce some convenient notation. Given that
N eG, we write
<Irr G N s x g Irr G N ­ ker x 4 .  .  .
and
< <cd G N s x 1 x g Irr G N . 4 .  .  .
 < .If we take N s G9, the derived subgroup of G, we see that Irr G N is
 . <  < . <exactly the set of nonlinear characters in Irr G , and thus cd G N s
<  . <  .cd G y 1 in this case. Also, if G is solvable and N s G9, then dl N s
 .  .dl G y 1, and hence the conjectured Taketa inequality, that dl G F
<  . <  . <  < . <cd G for solvable groups, can be restated as dl N F cd G N , where, of
course, N s G9.
 .The first of our main results provides an upper bound for dl N in terms
<  < . <of cd G N , where N is an arbitrary solvable normal subgroup of an
arbitrary finite group G. We do not need to assume that N s G9 or that G
is solvable.
<  < . <THEOREM A. Let N eG, where N is sol¨ able, and write n s cd G N .
<  . <  .Then dl N F f n for some quadratic function f. Furthermore, if G is
assumed to be sol¨ able, then a linear upper bound exists.
<  < . <Returning to the case where N s G9, we know that if cd G N F 2,
<  . <which corresponds to the situation where cd G F 3, then N is solvable
 .  < .and dl N F cd G N . We get exactly this result for arbitrary normal
subgroups N of arbitrary finite groups G.
<  < . <THEOREM B. Let N eG and suppose that cd G N F 2. Then N is
 . <  < . <sol¨ able and dl N F cd G N .
Unfortunately, our proof of the solvability of N in the case where
<  < . <cd G N s 2 in Theorem B relies on a consequence the classification of
simple groups.
If we assume some solvability hypothesis on the whole group G, we can
push this one step farther.
THEOREM C. Let N eG and assume that G is p-sol¨ able for all prime
< < <  < . <  .di¨ isors p of N . If cd G N s 3, then dl N F 3.
Note that in the situation of Theorem C, the subgroup N is automati-
<  . <cally solvable. If the whole group G is solvable and cd G s 4, we can
 .apply Theorem C to the subgroup N s G9, and we deduce that dl G F 4.
In other words, Theorem C includes the unpublished result of Garrison's
thesis as a special case. It seems reasonable to conjecture that Theorem C
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might remain true if the hypothesis that G is p-solvable for all prime
< <divisors p of N were replaced by the weaker assumption that N is
solvable, but we have been unable to prove this. Perhaps it is even
 . <  < . < <  < . <true when N is solvable that dl N F cd G N , even when cd G N ,
exceeds 3.
There is at least one result already in the literature that provides control
 < .over the structure of a subgroup N eG in terms of cd G N . This result of
w xY. Berkovich 2 is the analog of the theorem of Thompson that we
mentioned previously. Our results are dependent on Berkovich's theorem,
and so for completeness, we present a simple proof of a somewhat
strengthened version.
 .THEOREM D Berkovich . Let N eG and suppose that e¨ery member of
 < .cd G N9 is di¨ isible by some fixed prime p. Then N is sol¨ able and has a
normal p-complement.
As in Theorem B, the proof of the solvability of N relies on the
classification of simple groups. The conclusion that N has a normal
p-complement, however, is elementary.
 < .Since Irr G G9 is exactly the set of nonlinear irreducible characters of
G, we see that in the case N s G, the conclusion in Theorem D that N
has a normal p-complement is exactly Thompson's theorem. It is interest-
ing to compare Theorem D with Berkovich's original result, which is
slightly weaker. He showed that the intersection of the kernels of those
nonlinear irreducible characters of G having p9-degree has a normal
p-complement. In other words, Berkovich showed that N eG has a
 < .normal p-complement if all nonlinear members of Irr G N have degree
divisible by p. Theorem D obtains the same conclusion with a weaker
 < .hypothesis: we allow Irr G N to contain nonlinear characters of degree
not divisible by p, provided that they lie over linear characters of N.
We close this introduction with a brief explanation of how this paper
came to be written. At the time of his death in 1996, Greg Knutson was
Isaacs' Ph.D. student at the University of Wisconsin, Madison. Knutson
 < .had made substantial progress in his study of the set cd G N , and it
seemed appropriate for Isaacs to continue that research and to write what
might have become Knutson's thesis. The present paper is the result of
that effort.
2. BERKOVICH'S THEOREM
In this section, we give a quick proof of our slightly generalized version
of Berkovich's theorem. We begin with the elementary part of the argu-
ment.
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 .  < .2.1 THEOREM. Let N eG and suppose that e¨ery member of cd G N9
is di¨ isible by some fixed prime number p. Then N has a normal p-comple-
ment.
p .  .  .Proof. Write M s O N , let P g Syl M , and choose S g Syl Gp p
< <such that S = P. Our goal is to show that p does not divide M , and so we
assume that P ) 1 and we work to obtain a contradiction. Note that
w xP s S l M eS, and thus P, S - P, and we can choose a nonprincipal
S-invariant linear character l of P.
Now S stabilizes lM, and thus it permutes the irreducible constituents of
M  . < < Mthis character. But l 1 s M : P is not divisible by p, and so l must
 .  .have some S-invariant constituent a g Irr M with a 1 not divisible by
< <p. Now a is invariant in MS, and the p-power MS : M is relatively prime
 .  .to a 1 . Furthermore, the determinantal order o a is not divisible by p
p .  . < <since M s O M , and thus o a is also relatively prime to MS : M . We
 . deduce that a extends to some character b g Irr MS . See Corollary 6.28
w x .of 6 .
G .  . < <  . < <Next, observe that b 1 s b 1 G : MS s a 1 G : MS is not divisible
 .by p, and hence it has some constituent x g Irr G with degree not
 < .divisible by p. By hypothesis, x is not a member of Irr G N9 , and thus
 .N9 : ker x , and so the irreducible constituents of x are linear. TheN
irreducible constituents of x are therefore linear, and in particular, a isM
 .linear. Thus a is an extension of l to M, and it follows that o l divides
 .  .o a , which, as we have seen, is not divisible by p, and therefore o l is
not divisible by p. This is a contradiction since l is a nontrivial linear
character of a p-group, and this completes the proof.
To complete the proof of Theorem D, we need the following known, and
relatively easy consequence of the classification of finite simple groups.
 .2.2 LEMMA. Suppose that A acts on G ¨ia automorphisms and that
 < < < <.  .A , G s 1. If C A s 1, then G is sol¨ able.G
Sketch of Proof. If N eG admits the action of A, then A has no
nontrivial fixed points on N and on GrN. If 1 - N - G, therefore, the
< <result follows by induction on G , and we can thus assume that G is
characteristically simple. Thus G is the direct product of nonabelian
simple subgroups that are permuted by A.
Let S be one of the simple direct factors of G, let B be the stabilizer of
S in A, and let T be a transversal for the right cosets of B in A. Then G
t  .is the direct product of the subgroups S as t runs over T. If s g C B ,S
we see that  s t is centralized by A, and so is trivial. It follows that st g T
 .is trivial, and hence C B s 1.S
 < < < <.Since S , B s 1, it follows from the classification that the only possi-
  ..bilities for B and S are that up to conjugacy in Aut S the action of B is
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via field automorphisms on a group of Lie type defined over some field E.
In this case, the fixed point subgroup of B in S is exactly the correspond-
ing group of Lie type defined over the fixed field F of B acting on E. In
particular, this fixed-point subgroup is nontrivial, and this is a contradic-
tion.
Proof of Theorem D. By Theorem 2.1, we know that N has a normal
< <p-complement K, and we write M s N9 l K. Then p does not divide M
 < .  .and every member of Irr G M has degree divisible by p. Let P g Syl Gp
 .and note that if u g Irr M is P-invariant, then u is extendible to some
 . < <  . G .character c g Irr MP . Since p does not divide G : MP c 1 s c 1 , we
see that c G has an irreducible constituent x with degree not divisible by
 < .  .p. It follows that x f Irr G M , and hence M : ker x and u s 1 . ThusM
 .P fixes no nonprincipal irreducible characters of M, and hence C P s 1M
 w x .by Glauberman's theorem. See Theorem 13.1 of 6 . It follows by Theo-
rem 2.2 that M is solvable, and thus N is solvable, as required.
3. AN ANALOG OF TAKETA'S THEOREM
The principal result of this section is the following theorem, whose proof
 .is a variation on the standard Taketa argument used to show that dl G F
<  . <cd G when G is an M-group. To state the result, we shall use the
notation m to denote the p-part of a positive integer m, where p isp
a prime number. In other words, m is the largest power of p thatp
divides m.
 .3.1 THEOREM. Let N eG, where N has an abelian normal p-comple-
 < .  .ment for some prime p. If x g Irr G N is chosen such that x 1 is as smallp
 .  < .as possible, then N9 : ker x . In particular, if N ) 1, then cd G N9 -
 < .cd G N .
 .Proof. Let PrN g Syl GrN and choose an irreducible constituent cp
 .of x with c 1 as small as possible. By hypothesis, N has an abelianP
normal p-complement, and since PrN is a p-group, we see that P also
has an abelian normal p-complement, and it follows that P is an M-group.
 w x .See Theorems 6.22 and 6.23 of 6 , for example. We can thus write
c s lP, where l is a linear character of some subgroup Q : P.
 .PIf h is an irreducible constituent of the character 1 , we claim thatQ
 .N : ker h . We can certainly assume that h is nonprincipal, and thus
 . < <  .h 1 - P : Q s c 1 . Also, since P has an abelian normal p-complement,
Ito's theorem guarantees that all irreducible characters of P have p-power
 w x .  .degrees. See Theorem 6.15 of 6 . In particular, h 1 is a p-power, and
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< <  .since p does not divide G : P , we conclude that h 1 is exactly the p-part
G .  . < <of h 1 s h 1 G : P . It follows that there exists an irreducible con-
G  .  .stituent j of h such that j 1 F h 1 .p
 .As all irreducible constituents of x have p-power degrees and c 1 isP
 .  .the smallest of these degrees, we see that c 1 divides x 1 . Therefore,
 .  .  .  .j 1 F h 1 - c 1 F x 1 , and it follows from the choice of x thatp p
 < .  .j f Irr G N , and hence N : ker j . But h is an irreducible constituent
 .of j , and thus N : ker h , as claimed. Since this holds for every irre-P
 .P  .P .ducible constituent h of 1 , we deduce that N : ker 1 : Q, andQ Q
 .thus N9 : Q9 : ker l .
Since N9eG, it follows that N9 is contained in the kernel of every
G G  .irreducible constituent of l s c . In particular, N9 : ker x , as re-
quired.
 < .Finally, given that N ) 1, we see that cd G N is nonempty. But
 < .  < .  < .cd G N9 : cd G N , and this subset is missing all members of cd G N
that have the smallest possible p-part. This completes the proof.
<  < . <We can now prove the case of Theorem B where cd G N F 1.
 . <  < . <3.2 COROLLARY. Let N eG and suppose that cd G N F 1. Then
 . <  < . <dl N F cd G N , and in particular, N is abelian.
 .Proof. If N s 1, then dl N s 0 and the desired inequality holds. We
<  < . <thus assume that N ) 1, and since cd G N s 1 in this case, it suffices to
< <show that N is abelian, and we do this by induction on N . If N is
nonabelian, it has a nonlinear irreducible character c , and we choose a
 .  .  .prime divisor p of c 1 . If x g Irr G lies over c , then N ­ ker x , and
 < .  .  < .  .thus x g Irr G N and x 1 is the unique member of cd G N . Also, c 1
 .  < .divides x 1 , and so p divides every member of cd G N . By Theorem D,
 . < <therefore, N has a normal p-complement M. Also, c 1 divides N , and
< <so p divides N , and M - N.
 < .  < . <  < . <Clearly, Irr G M : Irr G N , and thus cd G M F 1 and the induc-
tive hypothesis guarantees that M is abelian. Thus N has an abelian
 < .  < .normal p-complement, and hence cd G N9 - cd G N by Theorem 3.1. It
 < .follows that cd G N9 is empty, and therefore N9 s 1 and N is abelian.
This is a contradiction, and the theorem is proved.
We also have another easy consequence of Theorem 3.1.
 .3.3 COROLLARY. Let N eG and suppose that N is nilpotent. Then
 . <  < . <dl N F cd G N .
Proof. Since N is nilpotent, its derived length is the maximum of the
 .derived lengths of its Sylow subgroups. Also, if P g Syl N , then P eGp
 < .  < .and cd G P : cd G N . It suffices, therefore, to prove the theorem in the
< <case where N is a p-group, and we do this by induction on N .
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Assuming that N is a p-group and that N ) 1, we see from Theorem
 < .  < . <  < . < <  < . <3.1 that cd G N9 - cd G N , and thus cd G N9 - cd G N . Also,
 . <  < . <N9 - N, and so by the inductive hypothesis, we have dl N9 F cd G N9
<  < . <  . <  < . <F cd G N y 1, and it follows that dl N F cd G N , as required.
4. THE FITTING SUBGROUP
 .It is known that for every nonidentity solvable group G, the set cd GrF
 .  .fails to contain the largest member of cd G , where F s F G is the
 < .Fitting subgroup. In this section, we prove the analogous result for cd G N .
 .  < .  .4.1 THEOREM. Let N eG and choose x g Irr G N such that x 1 s
  < ..  .max cd G N . Then N l ker x is nilpotent. Also, if KrM is an abelian
 .chief factor of G, where M : N l ker x , then K is nilpotent.
The proof we present for Theorem 4.1 is a minor variation on the
w x argument used to prove Theorem 12.19 of 6 . Although the nilpotence of
 . w xN l ker x in Theorem 4.1 is immediate from Corollary 12.20 of 6 , it
does not seem possible to prove the entire result without repeating at least
.some part of the older proof.
 .The key to the argument is the ``vanishing-off'' subgroup V x of a
 .  .character x g Irr G . Recall that by definition, V x is the subgroup
 .generated by all elements x g G such that x x / 0, and note that it is
 .  .obvious that ker x : V x . We shall need the following variation on
w xLemma 12.18 of 6 .
 .  .  .4.2 LEMMA. Let V s V x , where x g Irr G . Suppose that K eG
 .  .and that K l V : ker x . Then K : ker x .
< <w xProof. Since x vanishes on K y V, we see that K x , 1 sK K
< <w xK l V x , 1 ) 0, where the inequality holds since K l V :K l V K l V
 .ker x . It follows that x has a principal constituent, and thus K :K
 .ker x .
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Assuming that the theorem is false, we define
 .normal subgroups K and M of G as follows. If N l ker x is not
 .nilpotent, define K s N l ker x s M. Otherwise, let KrM be an abelian
 .chief factor of G, where M : N l ker x and K is not nilpotent. Note
that our definitions imply that although K is not nilpotent, M is nilpotent
in the case where M - K.
Since K is not nilpotent, we can choose a nonnormal Sylow p-subgroup
 .P of K and we write H s N P . If K s M, then by the FrattiniG
argument, we have G s MH. If, on the other hand, K ) M, then M is
nilpotent and KrM is an abelian chief factor of G. In that situation,
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P ­ M, and thus p must be the unique prime divisor of KrM, and
K s MP. By the Frattini argument, we deduce that G s KH s MPH s
MH, and thus G s MH in all cases.
 .Since G s MH and M : ker x , it follows that x is irreducible, andH
 .we write c s x . By definition, M : N, and thus N s M N l H . SinceH
 .  .  .N ­ ker x and M : ker x , we see that N l H ­ ker x , and thus
 .N l H ­ ker c . It follows that N l H is not contained in the kernel of
any irreducible constituent of c G, and in particular, N is not contained in
any of these kernels. All irreducible constituents of c G, therefore, lie in
 < .   < ..Irr G N , and hence each of them has degree at most max cd G N s
 .  .x 1 s c 1 . It follows that the restriction to H of each irreducible
G w xconstituent of c must be c exactly, and thus by Lemma 12.17 of 6 , we
 .  .conclude that V c is normal in G. We shall show that K l H : V c ,
 .and thus K l H s K l V c eG. This will yield a contradiction, however,
 .since K l H s N P is not normal in K.K
  ..Consider the subgroup X s M K l V c , which is normal in G. Note
that M : X : K, so that either X s K or X s M, and we suppose first
 .that X s K. Then since K l V c : H, we have
K l H s M K l V c l H s M l H K l V c : V c , .  .  .  . .  .
 .  .where the containment holds because M l H : ker c : V c . We are
 .done in this case, and so we can assume that X s M, so that K l V c :
M.
 .  .  .We now have K l H l V c : M l H : ker c , and we can apply
Lemma 4.2 to the normal subgroup K l H in the group H. We deduce
 .  .that K l H : ker c : V c , as wanted. The proof is now complete.
 .  .4.3 COROLLARY. Let F s F N , where 1 - N eG and N is sol¨ able,
  < ..  . < ..and let m s max cd G N . Then m f cd GrF NrF , which is therefore
 < .a proper subset of cd G N .
Proof. Note that m exists since N ) 1. If we view irreducible charac-
 . < ..ters of GrF as irreducible characters of G, we see that Irr GrF NrF
 < .  . < ..  < .: Irr G N , and thus cd GrF NrF : cd G N . It therefore suffices
 < .  .  .to show that if x g Irr G N with x 1 s m, then F ­ ker x .
 .  < .Suppose that F : ker x . Since x g Irr G N , we know that N ­
 .ker x , and thus F - N, and we can choose a chief factor KrF of G with
K : N. Since N is solvable, KrF is abelian, and thus Theorem 4.1 applies
and K is nilpotent. This is a contradiction, however, since K e N, but
 .K ­ F s F N . This completes the proof.
Our next result includes part of Theorem A. If N is solvable, we bound
 .  .both the Fitting height h N and the derived length dl N in terms of
<  < . <cd G N .
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 .4.4 COROLLARY. Let N eG, where N is sol¨ able, and write n s
<  < . <  .  .  .cd G N . Then h N F n and dl N F n n q 1 r2.
< <  .Proof. We proceed by induction on N . If N s 1, then h N s 0 s
 .  .dl N and there is nothing to prove. Otherwise, set F s F N and observe
<  . < .. <that F ) 1. Then cd GrF NrF F n y 1 by Corollary 4.3, and we
have
h N s 1 q h NrF F 1 q n y 1 s n , .  .  .
 < .  < . <  < . <by the inductive hypothesis. Also, Irr G F : Irr G N , and so cd G F
 .F n and dl F F n by Corollary 3.3. We know from the inductive hypothe-
 .  .  .sis that dl NrF F n y 1 nr2, and it follows that dl N F n q
 .  .n y 1 nr2 s n n q 1 r2, as required.
To complete the proof of Theorem A, we use a known argument,
independent of the rest of this paper.
 . <  < . <4.5 THEOREM. Let G be sol¨ able and suppose N eG and cd G N s
 .n. Then dl N F 3n.
< < <  < . <Proof. Working by induction on N , it suffices to show that cd G M
 < .  < .F n y 1, where M s N -. Certainly, cd G M : cd G N , and so it suf-
 < .  .   < ..fices to show that if x g Irr G N with x 1 s min cd G N , then M :
 .  < .  .  .ker x , and thus x f Irr G M . But N : ker c for all c g Irr G with
 .  . w xc 1 - x 1 , and thus Theorem 6 of 5 applies. This result says exactly
 .that M s N - : ker x , as required.
We mention that the solvability of G is used in the proof of Theorem 6
w xof 5 so that the Fong]Swan theorem can be applied to lift a modular
irreducible representation of G to the complex numbers.
We close this section with an easy, but technical, application of Theorem
4.1 that will be needed in what follows.
 .   < ..4.6 LEMMA. Let m s max cd G N , where N eG. Suppose M : N,
 .  . < ..where M eG and F M is a p-group. If m g cd GrM9 NrM9 , then M
is a p-group.
Proof. We can assume that N ) 1, so that m exists. By hypothesis,
 < .  .  .there exists x g Irr G N with x 1 s m and M9 : ker x . Then M9 is
 .nilpotent by Theorem 4.1, and hence M9 : F M is a p-group. If some
< <prime q / p divides MrM9 , then there exists a subgroup K : M such
that KrM9 is an abelian q-group that is a chief factor of G. We deduce
 .from Theorem 4.1 that K is nilpotent, and thus K : F M is a p-group,
< <and this is a contradiction since KrM9 is divisible by q / p. It follows that
< <MrM9 is not divisible by any prime different from p, and hence M is a
p-group, as required.
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5. TWO DEGREES
<  < . <In this section we study the situation where cd G N s 2. We begin
with two easy general lemmas.
 .   < ..5.1 LEMMA. Let N eG and suppose that a s min cd G N . If H : G
< < < <and G : H F a, then N : H. If , in fact, G : H - a, then N : H9.
 .GProof. We can certainly assume that H - G, so that 1 is re-H
 .Gducible. If h is any irreducible constituent of 1 , therefore, we haveH
 . < <  < .  .h 1 - G : H F a, and thus h f Irr G N . It follows that N : ker h ,
 .G.and since h was arbitrary, we have N : ker 1 : H, as required.H
Finally, if N ­ H9, then N is not contained in the kernel of some linear
character l of H, and thus the irreducible constituents of lG lie in
 < . G . < <Irr G N . In this case, we have a F l 1 s G : H , and the last assertion
of the lemma now follows.
 .  .5.2 LEMMA. Let a g Irr N , where N eG. Suppose that a is in¨ariant
 .  .in G and let p be a prime that does not di¨ ide o a a 1 . Then there exists
 .  .g g Irr G , lying o¨er a , such that g 1 is not di¨ isible by p.
 . w xProof. Let PrN g Syl GrN . By Corollary 6.28 of 6 , we can choosep
G .  . < <an extension b of a to P, and we observe that b 1 s b 1 G : P is
not divisible by p. The degree of some irreducible constituent g of b G
is therefore not divisible by p, and the proof is complete since g lies
over a .
 . <  < . <5.3 THEOREM. Let N eG and suppose that cd G N s 2. If N is
 .sol¨ able, then dl N F 2.
 . < <Proof. Assume that dl N G 3 and work by induction on N . By
Corollary 3.3, we see that N cannot be nilpotent, and thus F - N,
 .where we have written F s F N . If M : N with M eG, then
 . < ..  < .cd GrM NrM : cd G N , and hence if M ) 1, the inductive hypoth-
esis implies that NrM is metabelian, and so N0 : M. In other words, N0
is the unique minimal normal subgroup of G contained in N, and it
< <follows that F is a p-group, where p is the unique prime divisor of N0 .
 < .  < .Now let M - N, where M eG. Since cd G M : cd G N , the induc-
tive hypothesis guarantees that M9 is abelian, and thus NrM9 must be
<  . < < .. <nonabelian. It follows by Corollary 3.2 that cd GrM9 N M9 G 2, and
 < .  . < ..thus both members of cd G N lie in cd GrM9 NrM9 . In particu-
 < .  4lar, if we write cd G N s a, b with a - b, we see that b g
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 . < ..  .  .cd GrM9 NrM9 . Since F M : F N is a p-group, it follows by Lemma
4.6 that M is a p-group, and thus M : F. In other words, F is the unique
normal subgroup of G that is maximal with the property of being properly
contained in N. In particular, N9 : F, and hence F is nonabelian. Also,
NrF is a chief factor of G, and hence it is a q-group for some prime
p .q / p. It follows that O N s N.
<  < . <Since F is nonabelian, we have cd G F G 2, and hence there exists
 < .  .c g Irr G F with c 1 s a. Let a be an irreducible constituent of c , soF
< <that a is nonprincipal, and let T be the stabilizer of a in G. Then G : T
 .divides c 1 s a, and hence T = N by Lemma 5.1, and thus a is invariant
in N. Also, since F is a p-group and NrF is a q-group with q / p, it
w xfollows by Corollary 6.28 of 6 that a extends to N and that a unique
 .  .  .extension b can be chosen so that o b s o a . But o b is not divisible
p .by p since N s O N , and thus a is a nonprincipal irreducible character
 .of the p-group F such that o a is not divisible by p. Therefore a cannot
 .be linear, and so p divides a 1 , and thus p divides a. Also, since b is
uniquely determined by a , it is fixed by every element of G that fixes a .
 .Now let l be a nontrivial linear character of N with F : ker l , and let
 .S be the stabilizer of l in G. Note that p divides neither l 1 s 1 nor
 .  .o l , which is a q-power, and so by Lemma 5.2, there exists m g Irr S
 . Glying over l and such that p does not divide m 1 . Let x s m and note
 .that x g Irr G by the Clifford correspondence.
 .  .As x lies over l g Irr N and l is nonprincipal, we see that N ­ ker x
 < .  .and x g Irr G N . It is not possible, however, that x 1 s b since other-
wise, Theorem 4.1 would imply that N is nilpotent, which is not the case.
  .  .Theorem 4.1 applies because F : ker l : ker x and NrF is an abelian
. < <  .  . < <chief factor of G. It follows that G : S m 1 s x 1 s a, and thus G : S
is divisible by the full p-part of a.
 .Now consider the character lb g Irr N , and observe that the charac-
ters b and lb uniquely determine l by Gallagher's theorem. See
w x.Corollary 6.17 of 6 . Let U be the stabilizer of lb in G and note that U
 .stabilizes a s lb , and thus U also stabilizes b. It follows that UF
< <stabilizes l, and thus U : S, and we conclude that G : U is divisible by
the full p-part of a.
 . GLet d g Irr U lie over lb and note that d is irreducible, and in fact,
G  < . G .  . < <d g Irr G N since lb is nonprincipal. Also, d 1 s d 1 G : U , and
 .the p-part of this integer exceeds the p-part of a because d 1 is a
 . G .multiple of a 1 , which is divisible by p. It follows that d 1 / a, and we
G .conclude that d 1 s b, and hence p divides b. Thus a and b are each
divisible by p, and therefore N has a normal p-complement by Theorem
p .D. This is a contradiction, however, since N s O N and yet p divides
< <N , and this completes the proof.
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To complete the proof of Theorem B, we need to be able to prove
Theorem 5.3 without assuming that N is solvable. To do this, we shall
appeal to the solvability part of Theorem D, and thus indirectly to the
classification of simple groups.
<  < . <Proof of Theorem B. We have N eG and cd G N F 2, and our task
 . <  < . <is to show that N is solvable and that dl N F cd G N . By Theorem 3.2,
<  < . <  < .  4we can assume that cd G N s 2, and we write cd G N s a, b with
a - b. By Theorem 5.3, we can assume that N is not solvable, and thus by
Theorem D, the degrees a and b are relatively prime.
 .Let A : Irr N be the set of irreducible constituents of characters x ,N
 < .where x g Irr G N has degree a. Similarly, let B be the set of irre-
 < .ducible characters of N that lie under characters in Irr G N that have
 .  4degree b. Then A and B are nonempty and A j B s Irr N y 1 .N
 .  .Also, if a g A and b g B, then a 1 and b 1 must be relatively prime
since these degrees divide a and b, respectively. In particular A l B
consists only of linear characters.
< <  < .Work by induction on N . If 1 - M - N, then since cd G M and
 . < ..  < .cd GrM NrM are each contained in cd G N , we deduce that M and
NrM are both solvable, which is not the case. Thus M does not exist,
and in particular, since N9 ) 1, we have N9 s N. Each member of A and
of B is therefore nonlinear, and it follows that A and B are disjoint.
 < .  .Also, if x g Irr G N and we write M s ker x , then M - N andN
M eG. We deduce that M s 1, and thus x is faithful.N
 < .Let x and x be characters of degree a in Irr G N and assume that1 2
 .no constituent of x is the complex conjugate of an irreducible con-1 N
 .  .stituent of x . Then x x has no principal constituent, and it2 N 1 2 N
 < .  .follows that x x is a sum of characters in Irr G N , with say u1 2
irreducible constituents of degree a and ¨ irreducible constituents of
degree b, counting multiplicities. We thus have a2 s ua q ¨b, and we
deduce that a divides ¨ . But ab ) a2, and thus ¨ - a, and we conclude
that ¨ s 0. This shows that all irreducible constituents of x x have1 2
degree a.
 < .  .  .Now let x , c g Irr G N with x 1 s a and c 1 s b. Since the irre-
ducible constituents of x and of c have different degrees, we see thatN N
 .xc can have no principal constituent, and thus xc can be written as aN
 .  < .sum of say r members of Irr G N of degree a and s of degree b,
counting multiplicities. Thus ab s ra q sb, and hence a divides s and b
divides r. It follows from this that either r s 0 or s s 0.
Suppose s s 0. Then xc is a sum of b irreducible characters of degree
a, and we let x be any one of these irreducible constituents. Then xj has
c as an irreducible constituent of degree b, and it follows from the earlier
 .calculation that some irreducible constituent of x is the complexN
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conjugate of a constituent of j . It follows that j is of the form ex forN N N
some rational number e, and since this is true for every choice of j as an
irreducible constituent of xc , we deduce that x c s f x , where neces-N N N
 .sarily f s c 1 . Now c is a faithful character of N, and so its value isN
different from f on every nonidentity element of N. It follows that
 .x n s 0 for 1 / n g N, and this is impossible, since x has no principalN
constituent. It follows that s ) 0 and r s 0, and thus all constituents of
xc have degree b. In particular, if a g A and b g B, then all irreducible
constituents of ab lie in B.
Now let a , a g A. if a a has an irreducible constituent b g B, then1 2 1 2
a b has a as a constituent, and that contradicts the result of the1 2
 4  .previous paragraph. It follows that the set A j 1 : Irr N has theN
property that the product of any two of its members is a sum of members
of this set.
 < .Let x g Irr G N have degree a and note that all irreducible con-
 .e  4stituents of all powers x lie in the set A j 1 . But x is faithful,N N N
 w x .and so the Burnside]Brauer theorem applies. See Theorem 4.3 of 6 .
This result guarantees that every irreducible character of N is a con-
 .  4stituent of some power of x , and we deduce that Irr N s A j 1 .N N
This is a contradiction since B is nonempty and disjoint from this set.
6. THE EXCEPTIONAL CASE
 < .Let x g Irr G N , where N eG. Suppose that XrY is an abelian chief
< <factor of G, where X : N, and let p be the prime divisor of XrY . In this
situation, we say that XrY is a reducing p-section for x in N if the
irreducible constituents of x have smaller degrees than the irreducibleY
constituents of x . Of course, all irreducible constituents of each of theseX
.restrictions have equal degrees. As we shall see, if G is p-solvable and
 .   < ..x 1 s min cd G N , then as a general rule, a reducing p-section for x
in N will be central in N. This is not always true, however, and our goal in
this section is to deduce a number of properties of the exceptional case,
where XrY is not central. It will turn out, for example, that no exception
 .can occur unless p s 2 and x 1 is even.
 .  .We begin with an example. Let G s GL 2, 3 and take N s SL 2, 3 , so
 < .  4  .that cd G N s 2, 3, 4 . Let x g Irr G be faithful of degree 2 and take X
 .to be the quaternion normal subgroup of N of order 8 and let Y s Z X ,
so that XrY is a chief factor of order 4 of G. Now x is irreducible andX
x reduces, and thus XrY is a reducing 2-section for x in N. But N actsY
nontrivially on XrY, and so we are in the exceptional case.
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 .  < .6.1 THEOREM. Let N eG, where G is p-sol¨ able, and let x g Irr G N
 .   < ..with x 1 s min cd G N . Assume that XrY is a reducing p-section for x
in N but that XrY is not central in N. The following then occur.
 .a p s 2.
 .  .b x 1 is e¨en.
 . <  < . <c cd G N G 3.
 . <  < . <  < .d If cd G N s 3, then cd G N consists of two powers of 2 and
an odd number. In this case, NrX is abelian.
Proof. Since XrY is an elementary abelian p-group, we can write
< < eXrY s p , where e is a positive integer, and we can view XrY as an
 .irreducible G-module of dimension e over the field F s GF p . In fact, if
E is the field of G-endomorphisms of XrY, then E is an extension field of
F and XrY can be viewed as a vector space over E with dimension
< <er E : F F e. This makes XrY into an absolutely irreducible module for
G over E, and as such, it corresponds to an irreducible Brauer character w
 .  .of G at the prime p, where w 1 s dim XrY F e.E
Because G is p-solvable, we can apply the Fong]Swan theorem to find
 .  .  .a g Irr G such that a x s w x for all p-regular elements x g G. In
 .  .particular, a 1 s w 1 F e. We are assuming that XrY is a p-group that
is a chief factor of G, acted on nontrivially by N eG. It follows that there
exists a p-regular element x g N that acts nontrivially on XrY. Thus
 .  .  .  .  .a x s w x / w 1 s a 1 , and we see that x f ker a . Thus N ­
 .  < .   < ..ker a , and a g Irr G N . In particular, if we set a s min cd G N , we
 .see that a F a 1 F e.
 .Now let u be an irreducible constituent of x , write f s u 1 , and let tX
 .be the number of distinct conjugates of u in G. Then a s x 1 is a
multiple of ft, and in particular, ft F a. Also, since XrY is a reducing
section for x , we see that u reduces, and it follows from the fact thatY
XrY is a p-group that u is induced from a character of some subgroup U,
 w x .with Y : U - X. This follows, for instance, from Theorem 6.22 of 6 .
Since U e X, we see that u vanishes on X y U, and we let V be the
unique smallest subgroup of X containing Y such that u vanishes on
  . .X y V. Thus V s Y V u . We now know that Y : V - X.
Since u uniquely determines V, we see that V is normalized by the
stabilizer of u in G, and thus the number of distinct conjugates of V is at
most t. Since XrY is a chief factor of G and Y : V - X, it follows that
the intersection of the G-conjugates of V must be exactly Y, and there-
e < < < < t < <fore, p s X : Y F X : V . We can obtain control over the index X : V
by observing that since u vanishes on elements of X y V, we have
2 2< < < < < < < < < <w x w xX s X u , u s V u , u F V u 1 s V f , .V V
< < 2and so X : V F f .
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Combining the various inequalities we have found, we obtain
f t a e < < t 2 tp F p F p F X : V F f ,
f 2 f 2  4and thus p F f . Since 2 F p, this yields at 2 F f , and thus f g 2, 3, 4 ,
and if f is equal to either 2 or 4, then all of the previous inequalities are
actually equalities and in particular, p s 2. Furthermore, if f s 3, then
p3 F 32, and in this case too, p s 2. But the latter situation is impossible
 .since u is reducible, and thus p must divide u 1 s f. We have definitelyY
 4established, therefore, that f g 2, 4 , that p s 2, and that all of the
equalities in the previous paragraphs are equalities. In particular, conclu-
 .  .   .  .sions a and b both hold. Recall that f divides a s x 1 , and thus x 1
.is even.
Let T be the stabilizer of u in G, so that x is induced from some
 .  . < <  .character j g Irr T , lying over u . Then ft s a s x 1 s G : T j 1 s
 .  . < <tj 1 , and so j 1 s f and j is an extension of u to T. Also, G : T s t s
arf - a, and hence N : T 9 by Lemma 5.1. But X - N since XrY is
abelian, but is not a central factor of N, and thus X - T 9, and we deduce
that TrX is nonabelian. It follows that there exists a nonlinear character
 .  .b g Irr TrX , and we see that jb g Irr T lies over u . It follows that
 .G  < .  < .jb g Irr G N , and thus cd G N contains some proper multiple ra of
 .a, where r s b 1 . We see now that a and ra are two distinct even
 < . <  < . <members of cd G N , and so to show that cd G N G 3, it suffices to
show that some member of this set is odd. If not, then N has a normal
2-complement by Theorem D, and this subgroup necessarily centralizes the
2-group XrY. This would contradict the previously observed fact that
some p-regular element of N must act nontrivially on XrY. Recall that
.  < . <  < . <p s 2. Thus cd G N does contain an odd number m, and so cd G N G
 .3, proving conclusion c .
<  < . <  < .We assume now that cd G N s 3, so that we have cd G N s
 4  .  4a, ra, m . In particular, r is unique, and thus cd TrX s 1, r . In this case
TrX must be metabelian, and since N : T 9, we deduce that NrX is
 .abelian, as asserted in d . To complete the proof, we must show that a
and r are each powers of 2.
 . < < 2Now XrV is a module for TrX over GF 2 , and since XrV s f , we
 .see that the dimension of this module is 2 log f , and this is equal to f2
2 .since f is 2 or 4. As N : T , we see that O N acts on XrV, and we claim
w 2 .xthat this action is nontrivial. Otherwise, X, O N : V, and thus
w 2 .x w 2 .xX, O N : Y because X, O N eG and the intersection of the G-
conjugates of V is Y. It follows that the 2-regular elements of N act
trivially on XrY, and we know that this is not the case.
 .The module XrV for TrX yields a Brauer character g at the prime 2 ,
 .  .  .and we know that g 1 s f and that g x / g 1 for some 2-regular
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element x g N. We deduce by the Fong]Swan theorem that there exists
 .  .  .  .b g Irr TrX with NrX ­ ker b and b 1 F f. Viewing b g Irr T , we
 . Gsee that N ­ ker b , and so each irreducible constituent of b lies in
 < . G . < <  .Irr G N . We conclude that a F b 1 s G : T b 1 F tf s a. It follows
 .  .  .  4that b 1 s f , and we observe also that b 1 g cd TrX s 1, r . Thus
r s f is a power of 2, as desired.
Next, we claim that the product of the t conjugates of u is an irreducible
character of X. Writing d to denote this product, we observe that
 .d x s 0 unless x is in V and in every G-conjugate of V, and thus d
w x  .2vanishes on X y Y. Also, we know that u , u s u 1 , and it followsV V
that u is a multiple of a linear character. Therefore, u is a multiple of aV Y
linear character, and since a similar conclusion holds for each conjugate of
<  . <  .u , it follows that d is a multiple of a linear character. Thus d y s d 1Y
< <w x < <w x < <  .2for all elements y g Y, and therefore X d , d s Y d , d s Y d 1 .Y Y
< < < < t 2 t  .2 w xBut X : Y s X : V s f s d 1 , and thus d , d s 1 and d is irre-
ducible, as claimed.
t  .  < .It follows that f s d 1 must divide some member of cd G N , and we
conclude that f t divides ra s fa s f 2 t. Thus f ty2 F t, and hence 2 ty2 F t
t  4and 2 F 4 t. It follows that t F 4. If t s 3, however, then since f g 2, 4 ,
we see that f t s f 3 does not divide f 2 t, and this is a contradiction. We
 4conclude that t / 3, and thus t g 1, 2, 4 and a s ft is a power of 2. This
 .concludes the proof of d .
 .Note that we actually proved more than we stated in part d of
Theorem 6.1. We showed, for example, that the smallest member of
 < .cd G N is a divisor of 16 and that the other power of 2 in this set is at
most 64. It is also possible to obtain more precise information about the
 < .odd member of cd G N , but we shall not need to do so.
The following result extracts from Theorem 6.1 the information we need
to prove Theorem C.
 .6.2 THEOREM. Let K : N eG, where K eG and G is p-sol¨ able for
some prime p. Assume that K has a normal Sylow p-subgroup E and that
p . <  < . <O K s K. Suppose that cd G N s 3 and assume that a s
  < ..  < .  .min cd G N lies in cd G E . Then NrE is abelian and E9 : Z K , so that
E is metabelian.
 .  .Proof. Suppose x g Irr G and x 1 s a, and let a be an irreducible
constituent of x . Assuming that a is nonprincipal, we work to show thatE
 .NrE is abelian and that E9 : Z K .
 .Observe that the stabilizer of a in G has index dividing x 1 s a, and
thus by Lemma 5.1, this stabilizer contains N, and in particular a is
 . w xinvariant in K. Since E g Syl K , it follows from Corollary 6.28 of 6p
 .that a extends to some character b g Irr K , and we see that the
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 . p .determinantal order o b cannot be divisible by p since O K s K. It
 .follows that o a is not divisible by p, and thus a cannot be linear since
 .we are assuming that it is nonprincipal. It follows that a 1 ) 1, and thus,
since the p-group E is an M-group, a is induced from a proper subgroup
of E. We conclude that a reduces upon restriction to some maximal
subgroup of E, and thus a is reducible.E9
Now consider a G-chief series containing E9 and E among its terms.
There clearly must be some chief factor XrY with E9 : Y - X : E such
that a reduces, but a is irreducible. Then XrY is a reducing p-sectionY X
for x in N, and we argue that XrY cannot be centralized by N. In fact,
we claim that K acts nontrivially on XrY. To see why this is so, observe
that KrE acts coprimely on the abelian group ErE9, and thus by Fitting's
w .  .x  . w xtheorem, ErE9 s ErE9 , KrE = C KrE . However, E, K s EEr E9
p .since E is a normal Sylow p-subgroup of K and O K s K, and thus the
first factor in the Fitting decomposition is the whole group ErE9. It
 .follows that C KrE is trivial, and thus KrE has no nontrivial fixedEr E9
 .points on XrE9. We conclude since this is a coprime action that KrE
has no nontrivial fixed points on XrY, and in particular, the action of K
on XrY is nontrivial, as claimed.
Now XrY is a reducing p-section for x in N, but it is not central in N,
 .and thus Theorem 6.1 applies. In particular, by Theorem 6.1 d , we see
that NrX is abelian, and thus NrE is abelian, as required. Also, we know
 < .that p s 2 and that two of the three members of cd G N are powers of 2,
while the remaining degree is odd.
Next, we consider a p-complement Q in K, and we show that it acts
 < < < <.trivially on E9. Since Q , E9 s 1 and E9 is a p-group, it suffices to show
that Q acts trivially on E9rE0, and in fact, it suffices to consider a G-chief
series having E9 and E0 as terms, and to show that Q centralizes each
chief factor UrV, where E0 : V - U : E9. We need to prove, in other
w xwords, that U, Q : V.
w x  .  .It suffices to show that U, Q : ker c for every character c g Irr G
 .such that V : ker c . Of course, there is nothing to prove unless c g
 < .  .Irr G N . Also, if c 1 is odd, then the irreducible constituents of xE
w xmust be linear since E is a 2-group, and in this case, U, Q : U : E9 :
 .  .ker c , as desired. We may assume, therefore, that c 1 is a power of 2.
Let g be an irreducible constituent of c , and note that g is irre-K E
 . < <  .ducible since g 1 is a power of 2 and K : E is odd. Also, V : ker g and
 .UrV is central in ErV. Since g is irreducible, it follows that U : Z g .E
 .In other words, g is a multiple of a linear character. ThereforeU
w x  .U, Q : ker g , and since this holds for all choices of g , we deduce that
w x  .U, Q : ker c , as desired.
 .We have shown that Q centralizes E9, and thus C E9 is a normalK
p .subgroup of K having p-power index. Since O K s K, however, we
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 .conclude that E9 : Z K , and thus E9 is abelian and E is metabelian, as
required.
There is an amusing consequence of the fact that the exceptional case
cannot occur in groups of odd order. Although this corollary will not be
used in what follows, it seems possible that some application might
eventually be found for it, and so we digress briefly to present it here. To
state our result, we use the notation N` to denote the unique normal
subgroup of a group N, minimal such that the corresponding factor group
is nilpotent. Note that N` is the final term in the lower central series for
w ` x `N, and thus N , N s N .
 .6.3 COROLLARY. Let N eG, where G is sol¨ able, and let a s
  < .. < <min cd G N . Assume either that a is odd, or that N is odd, and write
`  < .M s N . Then a f cd G M .
 .  .  .Proof. Let x g Irr G with x 1 s a. Assuming as we may that
< <N ) 1, we see that M - N, and thus working by induction on N , we can
`  .  .suppose that M : ker x . We want to prove that M : ker x , and so we
consider an irreducible constituent a of x .M
First, assume that a is linear. Observe that the stabilizer in G of a has
 .index dividing x 1 s a, and thus by Lemma 5.1, a is invariant in N. It
w x  .follows that M, N : ker a , and since this holds for all irreducible
w x  . `constituents of x , we deduce that M, N : ker x . But M s N , andM
w x  .thus M, N s M and M : ker x , as required.
We complete the proof by deriving a contradiction in the case where a
`  .is nonlinear. Since M : ker a , we see that a can be viewed as a
character of the nilpotent group MrM`, and thus by the argument that we
used in the proof of the previous theorem, a is reducible. If b is anM 9
 .  .irreducible constituent of a , choose any prime divisor p of a 1 rb 1M 9
and let UrM9 be the p-complement of MrM9. It is easy to see that aU
must be reducible, and thus there exists a G-chief factor XrY with
U : Y - X : M such that XrY is a reducing p-section for x in N.
< <Furthermore, p / 2 since we are assuming that either a or N is odd, and
thus by Theorem 6.1, the section XrY is central in N.
Let QrM be the p-complement of the nilpotent group NrM, and note
that the coprime action of QrM on MrU must have nontrivial fixed
points since the action of QrM on the section XrY is trivial. But
w .  .x  .MrU s MrU , QrM = C QrM by Fitting's theorem, and weMr U
know that the second factor is nontrivial, and we deduce that
w .  .xMrU , QrM - MrU. It follows that there exists a nontrivial chief
factor MrK of G, centralized by Q, and such that U : K.
Now let PrM denote the Sylow p-subgroup of NrM. Then PrM acts
w .  .xon the p-group MrK, and thus MrK , PrM - MrK. Since MrK is a
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w .  .xG-chief factor, it follows that MrK , PrM s 1, and thus P centralizes
MrK. We now know that N s PQ acts trivially on MrK, and thus
w x w xM, N : K. This is not the case, however, since M, N s M, and this is
the desired contradiction.
 .Corollary 6.3 clearly yields an alternative proof when it applies of the
 .fact that if N eG and N is solvable, then the Fitting height of h N F
<  < . <  .cd G N . See Corollary 4.4. This ``top-down'' argument, however, works
< <only when G is solvable and N is odd, while the ``bottom-up'' proof in
Section 4 works in all cases.
w xCorollary 6.3 should be compared with the result of T. R. Berger 1 ,
which makes a stronger oddness assumption, but obtains a very much
< <stronger conclusion. In the case where G is odd, Berger proved that
 < .   < ..a f cd G N9 , where N eG and a s min cd G N . Berger's conclusion
does not remain valid, however, under the weaker hypotheses of Corollary
6.3. If G is the semidirect product of Q acting faithfully on a nonabelian8
group N of order 27 and exponent 3, for example, we see that
  < ..min cd G N s 3. In this situation, N9 is not contained in the kernels of
the irreducible characters of G of degree 3.
7. THREE DEGREES
In this section, we prove Theorem C. Recall that the assumption is that
< <N eG, where G is p-solvable for all prime divisors p of N , and
<  < . <  .cd G N s 3. Our goal is to prove that dl N F 3.
 < .  4Proof of Theorem C. Write cd G N s a, b, c with a - b - c and
 . < <assume that dl N ) 3. Working by induction on N and following
the usual argument, we consider M : N with M e G. Then
 . < ..  < .cd GrM NrM : cd G N , and thus if M ) 1, the inductive hypothe-
 .sis yields that dl NrM F 3 and N - : M. We conclude that N - is the
 .unique minimal normal subgroup of G contained in N, and thus F s F N
< <is a p-group, where p is the unique prime divisor of N - . Also, by
Corollary 3.3, we know that N is not a p-group, and thus F - N and N
does not have a normal p-complement. By Theorem D, therefore, p fails
to divide at least one of a, b, and c.
 < .  < .Suppose M - N with M eG. Since cd G M : cd G N , we have
 .M - s 1, and thus M0 is abelian. Also, since dl N ) 3, we see that
 . <  . < .. <dl NrM0 ) 2, and thus cd GrM0 NrM0 ) 2 by Theorem 5.3. It
 . < ..  < .follows that cd GrM 0 NrM 0 s cd G N , and in particular,
 . < ..  .c g cd GrM0 NrM0 . Since F M9 : F is a p-group, we can apply
Lemma 4.6 to the subgroup M9eG to deduce that M9 is itself a p-group.
This shows that M9 : F whenever M - N with M eG.
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p .  .  .Now let K s O N and write E s K l F, so that E s F K s O K .p
 .We claim that E g Syl K , and to prove this, we consider separately thep
cases where K - N and K s N. If K - N, then K 9 : F by the result of
 .the previous paragraph, and so KrE is abelian. Since E s O K , itp
 .follows that KrE is a p9-group, and thus E g Syl K , as desired.p
Now suppose that K s N and let NrM be a chief factor of G, so that
NrM is a q-group for some prime q / p. Then F : M, and we know that
 .M9 : F, so that MrF is abelian. Since F s O M , it follows that MrF isp
a p9-group, and hence NrF is also a p9-group. Since we are assuming that
 .K s N, we have E s F, and thus E g Syl K in this case too.p
p .Since O K s K and E is a normal Sylow p-subgroup of K, we can
 .apply Theorem 6.2. Because dl N ) 3, we see that either NrE is non-
abelian, or else E is not metabelian, and thus Theorem 6.2 guarantees that
 < .a f cd G E .
Assume until further notice that K - N. As we have seen, this implies
that K 9 : F, and thus K 9 : E and KrE is abelian. Now K is not a
p-group since otherwise, N would be a p-group, and we have seen that this
 .is not the case. But F K is a p-group, and thus by Lemma 4.6, we cannot
 . < ..  . < ..have c g cd GrK9 NrK 9 , and therefore c f cd GrE NrE . We
 . < ..  4deduce that cd GrE NrE : a, b , and in particular, NrE is
metabelian by Theorem 5.3. It follows that E is nonabelian. Also, we claim
< <that K 9 s E since otherwise, K 9 - E and p divides KrK9 . This cannot
p .happen, however, since K s O K .
 < .  < .We have seen that a f cd G E . If also a f cd G K , then E9 s K 0 s 1
by Theorem 5.3, and E is abelian, which is a contradiction. It follows that
 .  .  .there exists x g Irr G with x 1 s a, such that K ­ ker x . Since we
 .know that E : ker x and that KrE is abelian, we see that an irreducible
constituent l of x is linear and nonprincipal. The stabilizer of l in GK
 .has index dividing x 1 s a, and thus l is invariant in N by Lemma 5.1.
 .Since E : ker l and KrE is a p9-group, while NrK is a p-group, it
follows that l extends to N. An extension of l to N, however, is a linear
 .character whose order is a multiple of o l . This order has a nontrivial
p9 .p9-part, and we conclude that O N - N.
p9 .Let L s O N and observe that F : L since F is a p-group. Since
L - N, we know by an earlier argument that L9 : F, and thus LrF is
p9 .abelian. But O L s L, and thus LrF must be a p-group, and we
< <deduce that L is a p-group, and hence L s F and NrF is not divisible
 .  .by p. It follows that FK s N and NrE s FrE = KrE , and we draw a
number of conclusions. First, we observe that K acts trivially on FrE.
Also, we know that KrE is abelian but that NrE is nonabelian, and so we
deduce that FrE is nonabelian. Finally, since KrE is abelian and FrE is
 .a p-group, we see that cd NrE consists entirely of p-powers.
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 4Now fix f g a, b, c such that f is not divisible by p and suppose, for
 < . the moment, that f f cd G E . We know, for example, that this would be
.  .the situation if f s a. Let x g Irr G have degree f , and note that
 .E : ker x , and so the irreducible constituents of x have degrees lyingN
 .in cd NrE . The degrees of these constituents, therefore, are p-powers
 .dividing f , and hence x is a sum of linear characters, and N9 : ker x .N
 < . <  < . <This shows that f f cd G N9 , and thus cd G N9 - 3 and N9 is
 .metabelian by Theorem 5.3. we are assuming that dl N ) 3, however, and
 < .this contradiction shows that f g cd G E . In particular, f / a, and thus p
divides a.
 .  .Again let x g Irr G with x 1 s f , and note that x must have linearE
constituents since E is a p-group and p does not divide f. By the previous
 .paragraph, we can choose x with E ­ ker x , and we let m be an
irreducible constituent of x , so that m is nonprincipal and linear. Let TE
< <  .be the stabilizer of m in G and note that G : T divides x 1 s f , so that p
< <does not divide G : T .
We claim now that m extends to T. Since E is a p-group, it suffices by
w x  .Theorem 6.26 of 6 to show that m extends to P, where P g Syl T . Top
produce an extension of m to P, we consider the Clifford correspondent
 .j g Irr T of x with respect to m, so that j is a multiple of m andE
G  .j s x . It follows that p does not divide j 1 , and thus some irreducible
constituent of j has degree not divisible by p, and hence is linear. ThisP
linear character is an extension of m to P, as desired, and it follows that m
extends to T , as claimed.
 . GLet n g Irr T be an extension of m. Then n is irreducible by the
G  < .Clifford correspondence, and thus n g Irr G N since n extends m / 1 .E
< < G .  < .  4It follows that G : T s n 1 g cd G N s a, b, c . Also, we know that
< < < <G : T is not divisible by p, and thus G : T / a. Since F eG is a p-group,
we see that F : T , and thus TrE contains the nonabelian subgroup FrE.
Therefore, TrE is nonabelian, and has a nonlinear irreducible character
b , which we can view as a character of T. In fact, since FrE is a
 .nonabelian normal p-subgroup of TrE, we can choose b so that b 1 is
.  .  .Gdivisible by p. Now bn g Irr T lies over m, and thus bn is irreducible
 < .  . < <and lies in Irr G N . The degree of this character is b 1 G : T , which
< < < <exceeds G : T , and we deduce that G : T / c. The only remaining
< <possibility is that G : T s b, and hence p does not divide b. Also, we must
 . < <  .have b 1 G : T s c, and thus b 1 s crb, which is therefore an integer.
Furthermore, since b was an arbitrary nonlinear irreducible character of
 .  4TrE, we deduce that cd TrE s 1, crb , and hence TrE is metabelian.
We mention that since b could have been chosen to have degree divisible
by p, we can conclude that p divides crb and thus p divides c and f s b.
.We will not need this information, however.
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Now F : T and TrE is metabelian, while FrE is nonabelian. It follows
 .  .that FrE ­ TrE 9, and thus there exists a linear character t g Irr T
 .  . Gwith E : ker t and such that F ­ ker t . It follows that t is a charac-
< <ter of degree G : T s b, and all of its irreducible constituents lie in
 < . GIrr G N . There are just two possibilities, therefore: either t is irre-
ducible, or else it is a sum of irreducible characters of degree a. If the
G .latter situation occurs, however, then a would divide t 1 s b, and this is
impossible since p divides a but p does not divide b. We conclude,
therefore, that t G is irreducible.
Now write s s t , and recall that s is nonprincipal by the choice of t ,F
 .and also E : ker s . Let S be the stabilizer of s in G and note that
< <S = T since s extends to T. Since G : T is not divisible by p, we see that
T contains a full Sylow p-subgroup of S, and thus s extends to this Sylow
w xsubgroup. Because F is a p-group, it follows by Theorem 6.26 of 6 that s
 . Gextends to some character d g Irr S . Then d is irreducible and has
< < G  < .degree G : S . Also, d lies in Irr G N since s is nonprincipal, and it
< <  4 < < < <follows that G : S g a, b, c . Also, G : S divides G : T s b and we have
observed that a does not divide b since p divides a. We deduce that
< <G : S s b, and thus S s T.
Recall that K centralizes FrE, and thus K stabilizes s since E :
 .ker s . Thus K : S s T , and K stabilizes m. Since m is a linear character
< <of the p-group E and p does not divide K : E , we deduce that m extends
to K. Since m is nonprincipal and has p-power order, its extension to K
p .has order divisible by p, and this contradicts the fact that K s O K .
This contradiction arose from the assumption that K - N, and so we can
now assume that K s N and E s F.
 < .  < .  4Since a f cd G F , we see that cd G F : b, c . Thus F has derived
length at most 2, and we conclude that NrF must be nonabelian. As
before, we let NrM be a chief factor of G and we write q to denote the
< <unique prime divisor of NrM , so that q / p and F : M. Then MrF is
abelian, and all Sylow subgroups of NrF except possibly the Sylow
q-subgroups are abelian. If there also exists a G-chief factor NrL that is
not a q-group, it follows that all Sylow subgroups of NrF are abelian. In
this case, ML s F and since MrF and LrF are abelian, we deduce that
NrF is nilpotent, and thus it is abelian. We know that this is not the case,
r .however, and so we conclude that L does not exist and that N s O N
for all primes r / q.
Let RrF be the normal q-complement of MrF, and suppose that
 < .  .a f cd G R . Then R0 s 1, so that R9 is abelian, and hence dl NrR9 ) 2.
<  . < .. <We therefore have cd GrR9 NrR9 s 3, and thus c g
 . < ..cd GrR9 NrR9 . Lemma 4.6 now applies, and we conclude that R is a
p-group, and so R s F in this case.
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 .  .If R ) F, therefore, there exists c g Irr G with c 1 s a and R ­
 .  .ker c . But F : ker c and RrF is abelian, and thus c has a nontrivialR
linear constituent l with multiplicative order not divisible by q. Since the
stabilizer of l in G has index dividing a, we know by Lemma 5.1 that this
stabilizer must contain N, and it follows that l extends to N since NrR is
r .  .a q-group. Therefore, O N - N for all primes r dividing o l . This is
not the case, however, and we deduce that R s F, so that NrF is a
nonabelian q-group.
 4Now choose e g a, b, c having the smallest possible q-part. Since F9 is
 .  . < ..abelian, we see that dl GrF9 ) 2, and therefore cd GrF9 NrF9 s
 4  < .  .a, b, c . It follows that there exists x g Irr G N with x 1 s e, and such
 .that F9 : ker x . For every such choice of x , Theorem 3.1 guarantees
 . that N9 : ker x . Observe that Theorem 3.1 applies because FrF9 is an
.  .abelian normal q-complement in NrF9. As F : N9 : ker x , we deduce
 . < ..that e g cd GrF NrF , and by Corollary 4.3, therefore, we have e / c.
 .  .We showed in the previous paragraph that if x 1 s e and F9 : ker x ,
 .  .where x g Irr G , then N9 : ker x . This cannot happen for every char-
 .  < .acter x g Irr G of degree e, however, or else e f cd G N9 , and thus N9
 < .is metabelian, which is not the case. It follows that e g cd G F9 , and in
 < .particular, e / a since we know that a f cd G F . We deduce that e s b,
and thus the q-part of a exceeds the q-part of b, and a does not divide b.
 < .Also, b s e g cd G F9 , and hence there is some irreducible character of
G of degree b that has nonlinear constituents upon restriction to F. We
conclude from this that p divides b.
 < .Since N9 - N, we know that N0 : F, and thus a f cd G N0 , and
 < .  4cd G N0 : b, c . If p divides c, then since p also divides b, Theorem D
would imply that N9 has a normal p-complement. But the unique minimal
normal subgroup of G contained in N is a p-group, and thus the
p-complement of N9 would have to be trivial. In this situation, N9 is a
p-group, and thus NrF is abelian. We know that this is not the case,
however, and we conclude that p does not divide c.
 . Now let a g Irr F be nonlinear. Note that a exists because we know
.that F is nonabelian. Since irreducible characters of G of degree a have
F in the kernel and we know that p does not divide c, we see that all
irreducible characters of G lying over a must have degree b. Since NrF is
a nonabelian q-group, it follows that some irreducible character of N lying
over a has degree divisible by q. This is clear if a does not extend to N.
 .  .On the other hand, if a extends to g g Irr N , let b g Irr NrF be
 .nonlinear, and view b g Irr N . Then bg is an irreducible character of N
 . .lying over a and having degree divisible by b 1 , which is divisible by q. It
follows that q divides b s e, and thus q divides all three members of
 < .cd G N .
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< <Let T be the stabilizer of a in G, so that G : T divides b and all
< <irreducible characters of T lying over a have degree br G : T . Given any
prime r / p, we know from Lemma 5.2 that some irreducible character of
< <T lying over a has degree not divisible by r, and it follows that br G : T
must be a power of p.
We claim now that T l N s F. To see why this is so, write D s
T l N eT , and suppose that D ) F, so that there exists a nonprincipal
linear character t of DrF, which we view as a character of D. Let S be
 .the stabilizer of t in T and let QrF g Syl SrF . Since a is invariant inq
Q, there is an extension d of a to Q, and we can choose d such that
 .  .o d s o a is a p-power. Observe that d is the unique extension of aD
to D that has p-power determinantal order, and thus d is invariant in T.D
Now td is an irreducible character of D that is invariant in S, and, inD
fact, S is the full stabilizer of td in T because d and td uniquelyD D D
determine t .
 . TLet j g Irr S lie over td . Then j is irreducible by the CliffordD
T  . < < T  .correspondence, and j lies over a . It follows that j 1 T : S s j 1 s
< <  .br G : T is a power of p, and in particular, j 1 is not divisible by q. There
 .is thus an irreducible constituent h of j such that q does not divide h 1 .Q
But QrF is a q-group, and it follows that h is irreducible, and henceF
 .h s a . Since also d g Irr Q and d s a , we must have h s nd , where nF F
 .is some linear character of Q with F : ker n . Also, h lies over td , andD
so n d s h s td , and hence n s t and t extends to Q. ApplyingD D D D D
w xTheorem 6.26 of 6 in the group SrF, we deduce that t extends to S, and
 .we let s g Irr S be an extension of t . Thus s is linear, and since t is
G  < .nonprincipal, all irreducible constituents of s lie in Irr G N .
 . < < < <  .  .  .Recall that j 1 T : S s br G : T . We have s 1 s 1 - a 1 F j 1 ,
and thus
G G < < < < < <s 1 - j 1 s j 1 G : S s j 1 T : S G : T s b , .  .  .  .
and it follows that all irreducible constituents of s G have degree a. Thus
G . < <a divides s 1 s G : S , which is a divisor of b. This is a contradiction,
however, since a does not divide b, and we conclude that T l N s F, as
claimed.
We have now shown that the stabilizer in N of every nonlinear irre-
 .ducible character a of F is exactly F, and thus if we let U g Syl N , weq
know that the stabilizer in U of a is trivial, and this holds for all nonlinear
irreducible characters a of F. Recall that F9 ) 1 and let e be an arbitrary
nonprincipal linear character of F9. If V is the stabilizer in U of e , then V
permutes the irreducible constituents of e F, which has p-power degree. It
follows that V stabilizes some irreducible constituent of e F, and we note
that such a constituent must be nonlinear since F9 is not contained in its
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 .kernel. It follows that V s 1, and thus the action of U on the nontrivial
group of linear characters of F is Frobenius. Now U ( NrF, and so U is a
nonabelian q-group, which, as we have just seen, is a Frobenius comple-
ment. We deduce that q s 2 and that NrF is a generalized quaternion
group.
 .Now let C s C NrF so that CeG and GrC is isomorphic to aG
subgroup of the automorphism group of the generalized quaternion group
< <NrF. If NrF ) 8, then NCrC, which corresponds to the inner automor-
<  . < .. <phisms of NrF, is nonabelian, and thus cd GrC NCrC G 2 and thus
at least two of a, b, and c are degrees of irreducible characters of GrC.
But GrC is a 2-group in this case, and so its order is not divisible by p.
 < .Since b is divisible by p, we conclude that Irr G N contains an irreducible
character of degree c with C in its kernel. But F : C, and this is a
contradiction by Corollary 4.3.
We are left with the case where NrF ( Q , and thus GrC is isomor-8
phic to a subgroup of the symmetric group S that contains the Klein4
 .subgroup corresponding to NCrC . If GrC is a 2-group, it has a linear
character such that NCrC is not in the kernel, and otherwise, it has an
irreducible character of degree 3 with NCrC not in the kernel. It follows
 < .that cd G N contains either 1 or 3. We have seen, however, that each
 < .member of cd G N is divisible by q s 2, and this is our final contradic-
tion.
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